Goals and Objectives
• Create a black box for treaty verification
  • Whole spectra, or parts of spectra are analyzed
  • A ‘green light’ or ‘red light’ is output, indicating a treaties requirements are met or not
• Automated isotope identification algorithms for low resolution detection systems
  • provide information barriers for treaty verification
  • Independent to detector resolution, efficiency

Introduction
• Certain verification treaties require information barriers
  • These barriers are meant to protect sensitive state information
  • Common information barriers are to obscure parts of a spectra from inspectors, require lower resolution detectors
• Information barriers present an issue for NNSA, IAEA treaty monitors
  • Abuse of information barriers could lead to material being diverted against treaty specifications
• Isotope identification algorithms for low resolution detectors provide a black box that preserves information barriers while allowing a ‘green light’ or ‘red light’ for different treaties

Methods
• (0) Custom library is generated from a master library
  • New library incorporates detector characteristics like FWHM vs energy, efficiency vs energy
• (1) Wavelet algorithm is used to detect energy peaks in spectra
  • Outputs peak channel location, peak area, and peak area uncertainty
• (2) A Bayesian algorithm is used to determine the probability an isotope in the library is in the given data
  • Assigns probabilities to combinations of isotopes
  • Factors used to assign probabilities include:
    • Percentage of library peaks identified
    • Percentage of data peaks identified
    • Peak centroid positions
    • Peak areas
• (3) Bayesian algorithm outputs the likelihoods that single and multiple isotopes are responsible for the data

Results

Wavelet based approach to identify peaks in spectra

(0) Custom library generator based on detector response

(1) Peak channel location, peak area, and peak area uncertainty

(2) Bayes’ Theorem

$$P(\text{isotope}|\text{data}) = \frac{P(\text{data}|\text{isotope}) P(\text{isotope})}{P(\text{data})}$$

(3) Isotope identifications with probabilities given

NNLS fit of all local maxima Co-60 scalogram

Combination probabilities from Bayesian algorithm using energy and area values that have \( \sigma_{\text{JA}} < 5\%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope 1</th>
<th>Isotope 2</th>
<th>Isotope 3</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Co60'</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>0.93967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Co60'</td>
<td>'Pu240'</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>0.003238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Co60'</td>
<td>'Ra226'</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>0.003202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Co60'</td>
<td>'Se75'</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>0.016823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Co60'</td>
<td>'Th232'</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>0.032402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion and Next Steps
• Begin statistical analysis against large number of spectra
  • Analyze energy centroid distribution found by the wavelet code from:
  • NNLS sources
  • Special nuclear material to be measured at the DAF in Nevada
• Investigate how changing detector resolution effects accuracy of the Bayesian algorithm
• Investigate alternative approaches to low resolution isotope identification
  • Neural networks
  • Machine learning
  • Perform statistical analysis against specific treaty requirements

Conclusions and Program Relevance
• Will provide statistically sound set of tool for an automated isotope identification algorithm
• The method presented can allow for partial or complete information barrier of spectra